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Self -Destroying Egotism 
一一-Onthe N arrator Sasaki's Subjectivity in Shiga N aoya's 
でてTheCase of Sasaki" with an English Translation 
David DYKES 
エゴイズムから破局まで
一一志賀直哉の「佐々木の場合」に於ける
語り手の自己中心性について
ダイクス ディヴィッド
"Sasaki no Baai" (here translated 'The Case of Sasaki') was written in 1913， but not 
published until1917_ In the intervening years， Shiga married， lost his first child， reached the high 
point of his dispute with his father， and且nallyachieved a reconciliation_ This period has 
g巴nerallybeen recognised as marking a turning point in Shiga's outlook as an author. In contrast 
with the resolute， and often dogmatic self-assertion to be found in many previous works such as 
"Han no Hanzai" ('Han's Crime'， 1913)， Shiga's writing after 1917 usually r巴臼ectsa funda 
mentally trustful attitude towards his heroes' existential environments， taken in the broadest 
sense_ Coming as it does immediately before this change of outlook， this seldom discussed work 
offers us an intriguing insight into the reasons that may have led Shiga to a break with his earlier 
egocentric approach to life's problems 
1. lntroductory. 
The events of円Sasakino Baai" were originally 
taken from a newspaper article_ A student-lodg巴rhad 
a love affair with a nursemaid， causing her to neglect 
the litle girl in her charge_ Unattended， the girl fel 
onto a fire and received terrible burns_ The maid in 
remorse 0任巴redher own skin for graft surgery， 
whereas the student fted th巴house_To this plot Shiga 
added the charact巴rs'motivations as we五ndthem in 
the自nishedstory_lI It is the hero's subjective view of 
his own and others' motivations that will form the 
main subject matter of this short essay_ The narrative 
presentation of the hero's thoughts will then be 
contrasted with Shiga's treatment of similar situa 
tions in other works_ 
Like many of Shiga's works， especially the earlier 
ones， "Sasaki no Baai" is best seen as th巴portraitof 
an earnest man in a morally and emotionally 
ambiguous predicament. However， itis unusual in 
having two superposed narrators: Sasaki， and an 
unidentified friend referred to as 'Kimi' (an intimate 
word for 'Y ou')_ At first， the story reads as a straight 
forward first-p巴rsonnarrative， the only puzzling 
aspect being how far the reader may identify with the 
'Kimi' whom Sasaki is addressing_ Half way through 
Kimi interrupts with an explanatory 口ot巴 about
Sasaki's army career， and it then becomes clear that 
he is in fact an autonomous third person， and that 
Sasaki's 'own account' is report巴dspe巴ch，transmitted 
to us by Kimi_ Kimi concludes the story with some 
comments of his own， virtually constituting an 
epilogue_ He voices his deep pity for Sasaki， but does 
not hesitate to contradict Sasaki's evaluation of his 
position， Kimi calls Sasaki's view egotistic， and 
morally speaking 'just too low'_ 
Kimi's conclusion cannot but relativise our belief in 
the accuracy of Sasaki's narration_ His loyalty to 
Tomi comes to be seen as a private obsession rath巴r
than as a virtue in itself_ Though admittedly Kimi is 
no more omniscient of the f巴mal巴 charact巴rs'real 
motives than Sasaki is， his inclination to take Tomi 
morεor less at her word on such matters at least 
poses the possibility that the fatal bond Sasaki sees as 
joining his own destiny with hers， far from being al 
important， has never in fact existed_ A one-way 
relationship is no relationship at al 
Given the apparent hopelessn巴sof Sasaki's wooing 
of Tomi， we might b巴 ledto regard this story as 
darkly pessimistic. However， in one respect such a 
judgement may be too hasty_ If the way to marriage 
is closed， at least the path to self-knowledge may yet 
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b巴open.Sasaki's concluding words: "1 hope you won' 
t think too badly of me for talking so egotistically，" 
suggest that th巴herohas already gained some insight 
into the real nature of his problem， which is his own 
attitude towards life. If so， there is hope that he may 
in the future learn to transc巴ndhis egotism 
1n the following sections we shall consider Sasaki' 
s case from three viewpoints: his own， Tomi's and 
Kimi's. This should help us to reach a better under 
standing of Sasaki's over-subjective outlook. We may 
then consider the question of what hope the future 
may hold for him 
2. S昌saki，the egotist. 
The first thing to beware of in reading Sasaki's 
account is his language， refiecting as it does the mode 
of thought of a man constantly stopping to ruminate 
both upon his own emotions and the decisions that 
arise spontaneously from them. Typically， Sasaki 
lays bare his response to any situation or event in two 
stag巴s: first the response itself， and secondly ponder 
ings as to how or why he reacted in that way. ln 
reading or translating this story we thus become 
aware of abrupt chang巴sof pace， accompanied by 
various other linguistic phenomena. External action 
or spontaneous response is describ巴din brisk senten 
ces， simple in structurε， and strewn with colloquial 
isms. But between the relatively short par旦graphsof 
this type we find much longer passages in which the 
narration progresses very litle， ifat all. Here the 
language becomes less colloquial， and sometimes 
rather contriv巴dmetaphors intrude ('a vast wilder-
ness'，冶 shadowon my heart'). The syntax also 
becomes more involved， with a profusion of 'al 
though' and 'as if' clauses. N aturally， many other 
writers besides Shiga alternate their narrative pace in 
this way， but in few is the switch between spontaneity 
and introspection so drastic. To take a slightly 
incongruous simile， we may say that Sasaki's though 
ts， proceeding as they do from one external shock to 
the next， resemble the relentless movement of an 
internal combustion engine through its repetitive 
cycles of pressurisation， explosion and巴xhaust
1t should be stressed that the introspectiv巴passages
ar巴 notrational trains of thought leading up to the 
next decision. lndeed， insome cases the finishing point 
of the thoughts is contradicted by the action that 
follows: 
. But in that case， any kind of letter would 
now be useless 
1 wrote and tried asking. 
Any causal relationship between thought and action 
in Sasaki's account is far more likely to be emotional 
The hero simply revolves a problem in his mind until 
he has reached such a state of nervous tension that 
some kind of instant relief is necessary. This relief 
comes through making a decision， whether to write a 
letter， to run away from a house， or to appeal to Kimi 
for advice where none is possible. 
Since Sasaki's decision making is impulsive and 
dependent upon n巴rvousstress， itneed not surprise us 
if our hero shows considerable laxity in testing some 
of his basic assumptions. A case in point is his belief 
that since the time of the accident， when h巴heldback 
from volunteering his own skin for the operation， he 
has become a less selfish man : 
"1 don't feel the same wav now." 
1n fact， only a week has passed since this same Sasaki 
started obtruding himself upon a frighten巳dyoung 
woman who clearly wants nothing better than to be 
left alone. Sasaki knows not only that Tomi opposes 
the marriage， but also that for him to marry her 
would be to bring stil greater unhappiness to Tomi' 
s Mistress， who is stil su百eringthe results of his 
earlier sel五shness.Yet， just as before， he brushes such 
scruples aside 
Another v巴ryquestionable point in Sasaki's think-
ing is the hostile view he holds of the litle Mistress 
and her relationship with Tomi. He tells us that even 
before the accident the girl disliked and feared him 
His most vivid d叩 ictionof her alleged hatred comes 
in a short scene immediately before the accident 
"The litle girl had been clinging to Tomi's skirts， 
silently gazing up at the two of us and scrutinis-
ing each of our faces in turn. N ow， quite 
unexpectedly， she blurted out 
"Sasal王i'sa silly pig! Sasaki's a silly pig 1" 
It was as if she was swearing at me with al the 
malice her heart could muster." 
At first sight this may be convincing. However， the 
words昭asif' remind us that Sasaki is interpreting the 
girl's behaviour from his own， unfriendly viewpoint 
A third person might well object that for a五ve-year
old to respond to a situation of fear and stress by 
shouting "Silly pig 1" is no evidence at al of deep-
seatεd malice. The same might be said of any other 
instance Sasaki gives us of the girl's alleged hostility 
to him. As for the nature of her relationship with 
Tomi， itis quite impossible for us to say， on the basis 
of Sasaki's jaundiced view of it， whether it is really 
something out of the normal， and capabl巴ofengende-
ring real jealousy in the girl， or whether it is no more 
than a pronounced case of the intimacy that is 
perfectly commonplace between a litle girl， especial 
ly if an only child， and hεr young nursemaid 
One other area in which we must distrust Sasaki is 
in his attitude towards the strokes of coincidence 
which are such a feature of this story. When a 
coincidence works to his advantage， as in his un 
expected si耳htingof Tomi in the Ginza， Sasaki is 
content to regard it as a lucky chance. On the other 
hand， when something happens to thwart his inten-
tions， as when the litle Mistress wakes up crying in 
the night， he b巴comesdistinctly superstitious 
"For me the un巴scapableimpression was that 
something was causing this deliberately." 
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It may be that Sasaki is at least partly awar巳ofhis 
inconsistency in this area， since he conclud巴shis 
account with a reference to causality which appears 
to be intentionally ambiguous 
"Perhaps 1 will to the end b巴labouringunder the 
Mistress's curse." 
This melodramatic conclusion is out of tone with the 
rest of Sasaki's account， which is studiedly low key 
On巴'sinclination is to take it as a piece of whimsical 
irony_ But at the same time， there is no escaping the 
res巴ntmentof ill-luck or ill-fate that lurks behind th巴
choice of words 
As far as r巴gardsth巴 greatestcoincidence in the 
story-~the Mistress's fal onto the fire at the very 
moment when Sasaki was physically abusing Tomi 
Sasaki remains utterly mute. Though he specula 
tes on the circumstances of the fal， he uncharac-
teristically omits to ask why sh巴 W旦son the chair at 
that moment， whether she knew of what Sasaki was 
doing， whether the accident was the result of pure 
chance， of Fate， of a curse， or-~just possibly 
whether jealous spite had a partial role to play 
However， this silence is a pregnant one. The various 
S巴ntiments Sasaki has elsewhere mentioned in 
connexion with previous encounters with the girl al 
flow together to make of this fal the most complex 
image of the story，日tonce the result， the reflection 
and the reinfoτcement of Sasaki's egotism and its 
corollary， his isolation from the social world in which 
Tomi and the Mistress have their place 
It is not our aim here to decid巴 whetherSasaki's 
view of events is objectively right or wrong， but 
rather to point out that it is not objective at al 
Sasaki's selHudgements are questionable， his assess-
ments of others largely re百ecthis own fears and 
desirεs， and when it comes to g巴neralisationsabout 
his situation he is either inconsistent or wilfully 
ambiguous_ Such a man may impress us with his 
tenacity or his loyalty to an ideal of his own choosing 
But he is ill-equipped to face problεms that have to do 
with social skills or th巴 Iモadingof others' thoughts 
3. Tomi， the conventionalist. 
To understand Sasaki's case objectively， itwould 
be nεcessary to discover the truth about Tomi's real 
motives in refusing to speak of marriage_ This in turn 
would entail finding out what Tomi really feels about 
Sasaki_ However， the very subjectivity of Sasaki's 
account prevents us from even approaching facts of 
this sort. Even when we are able to read her own 
words in justification of her refusal， our lack of 
reliable information about her past attitudes means 
that we ar巴unableto judge her 1巴tter'ssincerity 
What we know about Tomi with tolerable certain 
ty can be recounted in few words. She adheres closely 
to conventional moral norms. She has a great巴rthan 
averag巳 timidity，which expresses itself in fear旦nd
weakness towards bullying characters such as Sasaki 
and the litl巴 Mistress，and in awe and obedience 
towards any form of established authority. Corre 
sponding to her timidity， she has a powerful yearning 
for se仁urity，be it as a soldier's wife or as a g巳ntle
woman's attendant 
Though it seems likely enough that the sixteen-
year-old Tomi lov巴sSasaki in her own way， itis hard 
to say whether her love is a thought-out commitment 
or mainly the excitement of a first experi巴nce，
perhaps coupled with a search for protection. Her 
attachment to her Mistress is equally obscure to the 
read巴r. While her loyalty seems genuine， it also 
convem巴ntlycoincides with her self-interest. At the 
same time as sacrificing herself， Tomi is able to enjoy 
a life of巴as巴andsecurity far beyond the scale that 
Sasaki could hav巴 a任ordedhad she married him 
When Tomi says that sh巴is'not in the 1四 stunhappy'， 
or when Kimi speaks of theてhappinessshe even now 
possesses'， we need not understand these words only 
in their heroic sense 
Perhaps the most ambiguous trait of al in Tomi's 
manner， certainly one which deeply affects her 
attitude to Sasaki， isher love towards the Mistress 
Both before the accident and in the days following the 
meeting in the Ginza， Sasaki repeatedly speaks of 
Tomi， the Mistress and hims巴lfas of three figures in 
a love triangle_ From the start Sasaki and the girl are 
each intent (in Sasaki's view of events) on command-
ing Tomi's sole loyalty. And sixteen years later 
Sasaki feels the instant return of this jealousy as he 
S巴esthe two wom巳nentering a shop dealing exclusi 
vely (for him，巴xcludingly)in ladies' articles. From 
this sc巴neon， Sasaki never mentions the Mistress 
again unless it be to declare her a hindrance or wish 
her gone. But it is very di伍cultto know whether 
Tomi sees her own position vis-a-vis Sasaki and the 
Mistress in anything like analogous terms. True， 
Sasaki refers to her as loving the girl 'in a way no 
other person could possibly conceive of'. But only a 
moment later he speaks of Tomi's calm manner of 
'taking life as it cam巴 specificallycontrasting this 
with his own jealous turmoil of mind. It may be that 
for Tomi the two kinds of love， the one romantic and 
passive， the other quasi-maternal and prot巴ctIve，are 
so distinct in quality that the idea of comparing them 
never so much as presents itself 
Whatever motives we postulate to巴xplainTomi's 
behaviour towards Sasaki and the Mistress， and 
however we interpret her final decision to place her 
love or loyalty to the one旦boveher love or loyalty to 
the other， our understanding of her is bound to be as 
questionable as Sasaki's. The ultimate reason for this 
is simple: our understanding of Tomi comes to us 
from Sasaki's lips_ Even Sasaki's picture of the 
surprisingly strong-willed woman holding firmly to 
her b巴liefscomes from the same source， and is as 
suspect as any other persona of Tomi we care to 
envisage_ All that can be said for certain is that for 
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reasons best known to herself Tomi is unwilling to 
see her role in this story the way Sasaki sees it， or to 
act in accordance with his self-centred principles of 
what is right and proper. 
4. Kirni， the syrnpathiser. 
The reader's natural expectation at the start of 
Kimi's epilogue is that there should be some kind of 
judgement， either from a moral or from a pragmatic 
point of view. But this expectation is not fulfilled. 
Kimi neither takes the standpoint of Sasaki， whose 
view is 'just too low'， nor does he wholeheart巴dly
endorse the position of Tomi， whose clearcut ideas of 
morality he does not share. Rather， he voices his 
admiration for both characters' perseverance in 
holding firm to their respective principles， even 
though these are at variance. N ot only does Kimi 
avoid taking sides， but he carefully avoids any 
consideration at al of the possibility that characters' 
motives may be di妊erentfrom their uttered words. 
The relationship between Tomi and the Mistress， so 
central in Sasaki's presentation of events， ispassed 
over by Kimi in silence. He never so much as 
mentions the Mistress's existence. We might be 
tempted to imagine that he omits speaking of her role 
in the story deliberately， in order to remove an 
unquantifiable factor and 1四 vethe way free for a 
solution which， ifnot just， isat least pragmatically 
satisfactory. However， this is simply not so. Despite 
his talk of the need to respect others' happiness， the 
answer Kimi finally comes up with for resolving the 
case is a totally impracticable one， as he himself 
immediately recognises : 
"But if in spite of it al the woman refuses her 
consent， itseemed to me th旦t，like it or not， a line 
had to be drawn. . 
. Sasaki， knowing the woman's weak and 
submissive character insid巴out，had every reason 
for being unable to agree." 
The function of Kimi's intervention in the narra-
tive， then， cannot be to draw a wise moral or to pass 
meaningful judgement. His real role operat巴sat an 
emotional level， inproviding an escape from Sasaki' 
s closed mode of thinking， that relentless alternation 
of compression， explosion and exhaust alluded to 
earlier. He affords the reader， and Sasaki himself 
(who has， after al， just appealed to his friend for 
advice) the privilege of a fresh vision. While the new 
vision may， objectively speaking， be no less fallible 
than the old one， itdoes 0妊eran answer to Sasaki's 
real problem， which is not his misunderstanding of 
Tomi but his obsession with himself. 
Interestingly enough， Kimi's intervention seen in 
this light is no more than an extension of the process 
Sasaki has already initiated by the simple act of 
having put his stoηT into words. By recounting his 
case to a third person， Sasaki has already taken a first 
step away from his previous isolation. Without Kimi' 
s epilogue， the communication between the two 
friends would be in one direction only， but the very 
wording of the end of Sasaki's account shows that a 
response from Kimi is being solicited 
1 hope you won't think too badly of me for 
talking so egotistically." 
We should notice that this final appeal of Sasaki's is 
less for concrete advice than for sympathy. Kimi's 
final words， though unhelpful in terms of application， 
are notable for their expression of human warmth 
and fellow-feeling: 
"So 1 just did not know what to say." 
Far from signifying ultimate despair， both men's 
words contain a hint that the whole question of 
marriage with Tomi may be secondary， and that， 
within Sasaki's strongly emotional sensibility， the rift 
of alienation from the outside world may already be 
healing. 1 am inclined to judg巴theending of this story 
in the light of some words by SudδMatsuo 
電電Thesame life force which was strong enough to 
produce his antagonistic relationship towards 
Nature and his principle of ego-assertion in the 
height of his youth， quietly supported the writing 
of the older Shiga during the several decades that 
followed 叫
To me， th巴 unesにapableimpression of "Sasaki no 
Baai" is that Sasaki is a man who， though he has not 
yet found it， isin earnest pursuit of the harmony-in-
life of which Sudδis here speaking. 
5. The triurnph of egotisrn， and its defeat. 
It is not uncommon in Shiga's works to 日nda 
situation depicted in dark terms from a protagonist's 
viewpoint for most of the story， only to be turned 
inside out and judged from its other， brighter side by 
another character at the end. The clearest example of 
this is to be found in電'Wakai"(哩Reconciliation'，1917) 
There is a similar movement in "Kojinbutsu no F百fu"
(The Good-natured Couple'， 1917). And even the much 
more complex long novel "Anya Koro" ('A long 
Night's Passing'， 1921-1937)自nallycomes to its end in 
a similar fashion， when after several hundred pages of 
self-centred striving the hero drops into unconscious 
ness， leaving his wife to voice the principle of 
harmony in the most unproblematical of language : 
"Wheth巴rhe lives or not， 1 shall never leave 
him.吋 lInShiga's works before 1917， however， this 
type of ending is not to be found. True， a work like 
"Aru Asa" ('One Morning'， written 1908， published 
1918) may end in reconciliation. But the ending of 
strife results from a simple change of mood in the 
hero himself. The Grandmother remains from start to 
finish the same sympathetic， reliable and predictable 
character， and the hero feels none of the forebodings 
experienced by Junkichi in "Wakai" or the Husband 
in "Kojinbutsu no Fufu". In several of the pre-1917 
stories， Shiga actually seems to revel in the idea that 
solutions are to be found from within， without 
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reference to the individual or collective expectations 
of others. This is an idea which greatly preoccupied 
him in the early Taisho years， as can be seen from 
several famous entries in his diary 
"1 do not wish to look to others for the purpose of 
obtaining my freedom. But in order to obtain my 
own freedom 1 will respect the freedom of others 
If 1 do not respect the freedom of others， my own 
freedom will be obstructed. Where the two are in 
contradiction， 1 will try to crush the freedom of 
others." 
(March 13， 1912.)"1 
"1 have come to believe that few people are as 
great as 1 am. 1 must spend my whole life in 
mining that in me which is 10vabJe， beautiful and 
great." 
(March 8， 1912.)5' 
This kind of attitude pervades the long story "Otsu 
Junkichi" (1912) 
The story in which egotism is most convincingJy 
extolled as a positive vaJue in itself is generaJly taken 
to be "Han no Hanzai" ('Han's Crim巴 1913) This 
story is of especial interest to us h巴re，not only 
because it was written in the sam巴yearas "Sasaki no 
Baai"， but also because in many ways it treats the 
same themes and exhibits the same attitudes， both in 
the hero himseJf and in the sympathetic hearer of his 
tale. The setting of the story is a lawcourt， where 
Han is on triaJ for th巴murderof his wife. The facts 
of the kiJling are clear， but even after the questioning 
of two witnesses and Han himseJf it cannot be 
ascertained whether the act was deliberate or 
accidental. N ot even Han himself can be certain of 
this. FinaJly， the Judge， giving up aJl hope of reaching 
a verdict based on JegaJ logic， passes his own 
spontaneous judgement on the basis of his personaJ 
impression of Han." His failure to decide on any 
reason巴dor principJed interpretation of the case， and 
his uJtimate recourse to pure human sympathy for the 
protagonist， cannot but remind us of Kimi's conclu-
sion to "Sasaki no Baai" 
昭電Hanno Hanzai" はrikesus for its self-contained-
ness， its economy of expression and its ftuidity， 
qualities al somewhat Jacking in Sasaki's haphazard 
progress through sixteen y巴arsof lif巴andseveral taJl 
coincidences. However， the pleasing succinctness of 
Han's story is at Je且stin part the resuJt of its 
conceptual narrowness. Han's one desire is to be rid 
of his wife， whom he sees as an obstruction to his 
attainment of aもetter，truer kind of existence' 
Resentment of her adultery goads him to the same 
wish. Once his wife is gone， Han's desires ar巴met，and 
he is in confiict with nobody except the representative 
of public morality， who， as we have seen， is un 
representativ巴Jybroad-minded. Han goes free， physi← 
cally and spirituaJly. The principle of egotism seems 
vindicated. However， to end the story here， without 
considering the巴任ectsof Han's conduct on his later 
life， isarbitrary. It is as if Sasaki's tale were to end 
with the hero passing his medical examination and 
congratuJating himself on having become a soldier. 1n 
fact， just as Sasaki's hopes of marrying Tomi have 
perished on the fire that disfigured the JitJe l¥Ilistress， 
so too， Han's aspirations to a better Jife have been 
destroyed (even if he does not re旦liseit) by the same 
knif巴thatkiJled his wife. Han's idea of Christianity 
may be austere and private to the point of hetero 
doxy， but he cannot fail to know the impJications of 
such injunctions as: "Love thine enemy，" and "He 
who is angrγwith his brother shall not escape 
judgem巴nt." In th巴 demandsmade by the N ew 
Testament on one who would b巳perfectin his own 
strength， there is no significant difference to be drawn 
between the act of murder and the simple desire of 
murder. Han， ifhe considers this， has Jitle reason to 
be 'happy' in the death of an irksome individual. Even 
if his own conscience do巴snot trouble him on this 
point， itis hardJy likely that his religious community 
wiJl welcome him to their sermons with th巴 same
enthusiasm as b巴fore.Though the narration of th巴
story ends with el呂tionand does not speak of what 
follows， we may fairly guess that Han is well on the 
way to becoming an outcast like Sasaki 
6園 DeProf日ndisClamavi 
We are often inclined to think of a De Profundis as 
being a cry of despair. However， as a reading of the 
psalm will show (Ps. 129 or 130， depending on the 
transJation)， this is not really the case. A De Profundis 
is actuaJly the enactment of an experience of despair 
by on巴whoseown attitude is one of hope or con自den-
ce. In this sense，円Sasakino Baai" comes close to 
being a true D巴Profundis
In "Sasaki no Baai" there is a de自nitedistancing of 
the reader from the protagonist's viewpoint， which is 
not to be found in "Han no Hanzai". This distancing 
does not only derive from the fact that a critical 
epiJogue has been appended to the hero's taJe. More 
important is the fact that th巴 herohimseJf finally 
recognises his own egotism， and appeals for sympathy 
that is， a sharing of emotion by another person 
Han， in contrast， never doubts or swerv巴sfrom his 
initial egotistic outlook 
If we refiect on the implied reJationship between 
Sasaki and Kimi， we will品ndthat their sharing of 
emotions goes further and deeper than we might 
think. We saw in our introduction how "Sasaki no 
Baai" is formally speaking the reteJling of Sasaki's 
tale by Kimi. Up untiJ now we have implicitJy 
assumed that Sasaki's first-person account is an 
accurate record of words Sasaki actuaJly spoke to 
Kimi. The colloquial tone of c巴rtainpassages rein 
forces such an assumption. For example: 
"Y ou were at the MiddJe School in our old home 
town in those days， but that's neither h巴renor 
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there." 
However， there are other passages which are stylis-
tically far removed from colloqui呂1narrative. One 
might cit巴theuse of direct speech in the "Sasaki's a 
sily pig 1" scene referred to earlier. The alternation 
of colloquial and non←colloquial style seems to 
suggest that Sasaki's account is actually a piece of 
composed writing 
Kimi specifically tells us that he saw the su在日ring
figure of Sasaki in front of him as he heard the tale 
If so， there are two possibilities to consider. Either 
Kimi reformulatεd Sasaki's account to produce the 
text as we have it， or he heard Sasaki reciting what 
was already旦writtenautobiographically based short 
story. In the latter case， as Sasaki's intimate friend， 
Kimi would surely hav巴takenthe trouble to discuss 
with Sasaki th巴 story'sevents and the motiv巴sof 
Tomi and the Mistress. When Kimi tells us he 'just did 
not know what to say'， he is strongly implying that 
Sasaki was asking his advice. Whichever of these 
possibilities we choos巴topr巴fer，it seems evident that 
close collusion has taken place between Sasaki and 
Kimi in the creation of the work as we have it. Their 
views ar巴twofacets of a unified and more complex 
vlslOn 
If so， Sasaki is not the mere prisoner of egotism 
Either the 'Sasaki' in the story is the result of Kimi's 
reformulation， and theτefore a fictional巴ntityto be 
judged from Kimi's dual viewpoint. Or Sasaki is 
autonomous but in close communion with Kimi. In 
either case， a strand of communication exists between 
the two narrator五gures，whom， very roughly speak-
ing， we may take as the embodiments of self-centred 
ness and fellow-feeling. The basis is already laid for 
the development of more complex narrator-figures 
who shall combine both丘ttitudeswithin one evolving 
experiential view of life. Th巴邑rstnarrator of this 
type is the hero of "Kinosaki nite" ('In Kinosaki'， 
1917) 
Th巳maininterest of "Sasaki no Baai" is not its 
formal excellence. On the contrary， itis rather a 
ragged story， artistically far inferior to "Han no 
Hanzai". But within this raggedness， if we probe 
b巴neathth巴narrativesurface， we discover clear signs 
of one view of life being found wanting，丘nddim 
foreshadowings of a new， richer and more complex 
vlew emergmg 
Notes， 
1) Information about the story's g巴nesisis taken 
from "Shiga Naoya Zenshu"， Vo1.3， p.640 
(Iwanami， 1983) 
2) SudδMatsuo， "Shiga Bungaku no Shizen. Seimei 
ryoku". (See Bibliogτaphy.) The quotation is 
from p. 104 
3) "A Long Night's Passing" (E. McClellan's trans-
lation of "Anya Koro")， paperback edition， p.408 
(See Bibliography.) 
4) Very frequently quot巴d by critics. See for 
example Honda Sh日go'sessay "Kami naki ]iga" 
in which this diary entry is discussed in relation 
with "Han no Hanzai" ("Bungei Dokuhon， Shiga 
N aoya"， p.34. See Bibliography.). My transla 
tlOn 
5) Discussed by Francis Mathy in "Shiga N aoyァ正"p 
26. (See Bibliography.) 
6) This summary is based on Stephen W. Kohl's 
sensitiv巴analysisin "Approaches to the Modern 
]apanese Short Story"， pp. 289-298. (See Biblio-
graphy.) The present essay was largely inspired 
by Kohl's analysis. The story has been translated 
into English by E. G. S巴id巴nsticker，and a good 
summary app巴ars，with comments， in Mathy's 
"Shiga Naoya"， pp. 126-130. (See Bibliography.) 
Ther巴arenumerous commentaries in ]apanese 
Bibliography， 
Stethen W. Kohl 
Essays on "Han no Hanzai"， "Kinosaki nit巴"and 
"Takibi"， in"Approaches to the Modern ]apanese 
Short Story" (Ed. Swann and Tsuruta， Waseda 
Univ巳rsityPress， 1982.) 
Fγancis Mathy. 
電ShigaN aoya". (Twayne's W orld Authors Series， 
Twayne Publishers Inc.， New York， 1974.) As far as 
1 know， the only comprehensive book on Shiga in 
English. It does not mention "Sasaki no Baaiぺ
however 
Sudo Matsuo 
Essay: "Shiga Bungaku no Shizen. Seimeiryoku"， 
in "Bungei Dokuhon， Shiga N aoya" (Kawade 
Shobo Shisha， 1976.). Though not mentioning 
"Sasaki no Baai"， this essay deals heavily with the 
transition， with underlying continuity， in Shiga's 
narratlv巴 attitudesin the period just before and 
after 1917. This essay is short巴nedfrom "Shiga 
Naoya no Bungaku"， (Of百sha，1963) 
Shiga's Woγks 
"Shiga Naoya Zensha" (Iwanami， 1983.) 
':4 γ1卯 Ko γ0"、代w日k之ぬa♂i"/ 
よ ll， III (βShincho Bunk王Oω). The most readily 
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ln English 
':4 Da:γk Night's Passing" ("Anya Koro")、tτE
McClellan (Kodansha， 1976.) 
"Haη's Crime" ("Han no Hanzai")， tr.E. G. Seiden 
sticker in "Modern ]apanese Literature" (Ed. 
Donald Keene， Grove Press， Inc.， N ew Y ork， 1960.) 
"ln Kinosaki" ("Kinosaki nite")， tr. E. G. S巴iden
sticker in "Modern ]apanese Literature" (See 
abov巴)
"The Bonjire" ("Takibi")， tr.Dennis K巴巴nein ]apan 
Quarterly， vol. 22， (Asahi Shinbunsha， 1975.) 
"Seibei's Gourds" ("Seib巴ito Hyotan"， tr. I. Mcrris 
in "Modern ]apanese Shoro Stories" (Ed. I. Morris， 
Charles E. Tuttl巴Co.，1962.) 
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"Reconci/iation" ("Wakai"): no English translation， 
but a good summary and discussion in Mathy's 
"Shiga N aoya" pp. 58-67 (See above.) 
The Case of Sasaki (Sasaki no Baai) 
Dedicat巳dto the memory of N atsume Sdseki. 
1 wonder whether you can remember the time in my 
student days when 1 was working for m)ァ keepat the 
Yamadas' house? Y ou were at the Middle School in 
our old home town in those days， but that's neither 
her巴 northere. It al happened at the time 1 was the 
Yamadas' doorboy while preparing foτthe entrance 
exam to the Military Academy. 1 had呂romancewith 
the maid who looked after the Yam日das' litl巴
daughter. Thεmaid was about three years younger 
than me. 1 suppose she must have been sixt巴en.At 
that time she wasn't very big for her ag巴， but she had 
a nice自gure，and though her face was ordinary 
enough， she was the sort of girl who might旦ttracta 
man. It was my first experience as well as hers， so 1 
was fairly excitable， but anyway， as sh巴wasa timid 
girl and always far too afraid of other people、1often 
got angry. Many nights she stood me up， and 1 was 
left waiting in the storeroom with its smell of pickled 
vegetables. It was a shabby setting for a rendez-vous， 
but we were just a nursemaid and a doorboy， and 
beggars can't be choosers. It wasn't as if she h且dany 
specially good points about her， either. But she was 
utterly submissive. That may be a good point of sorts， 
but on the negative side it could also turn out as a 
complete lack of courag巴， and that's why 1 used to get 
so furiously angrγwith her 
Two months or so、rentby without mishap. 1 
daresay some of the maids got wind of things just a 
little， but anyway tim巴passedand nothing happened 
About that time at the house they wer巴justbuilding 
a separate set of rooms for Mr Yamada's mother to 
retire into， so every day there w巴reseven or eight 
builders and suchlike in the grounds. And every 
巴veningwhen they finished work they'd got into the 
habit of making a bonfir巴outof plane-shavings and 
odd chips of wood， and stopping around it to have a 
quick smoke. There was one funny old fellow there 
who us巴dto mix the daub for the plasterers， and he 
would often become th巴focusof al the talk， keeping 
everyone amused with stories of what the geisha 
quarters of Y oshiwara and N ezu were like when he 
was young. Much as 1 used to take myself to task for 
b巴inginterested in such tales， the fact is that in those 
days 1 didn't know anything about places of that sort 
and my curiosity was thoroughly aroused. Sometimes， 
almost without meaning to， 1 would join in the group 
gathered around the品re.And when they a1 went 
home， 1 would occasionally get the job of dowsing it 
1 would stay on there beside it until after they'd gone， 
and then put i t out 
One evening 1 was in the group by th巴bonfirewhen 
Tomi came and called me. She told me to go 
immediately to Tsukiji on an errand for Mr Yamada 
1 got up at once from where 1 had been crouching 
Tomi started along with me 
"Don't you go running right off like that 1" the old 
plasterer's mate shouted out. "Y our litle sweetheart 
here's going to cry 1" 
And they al burst out laughing. Tomi overtook me 
and went dashing off ahead、blushingto the ears. 1 felt 
as if I'd been insultεd， too. And for some reason 1 felt 
angry with Tomi. That evening 1 lost my temper at 
her， but as 1 hardly knew myself what it was 1 was so 
angry about， Tomi couldn't understand the point of 
my rage either， and stood there with a peculiar 
expression. Yet the mere fact that 1 was angry with 
her put her into a helpless state of worry 
The nursemaid's name was Tomi. After such an 
incident she would never approach again while 
everyone was there， but when they had al gon巴home
she sometimes came by with the little Mistress. The 
child would have been about five， perhaps. She had a 
terrible squint， and her fac巴 wasthin and strangely 
pointed. Her whole p巴rsonalitywas ugly and per 
verse， as well. She was quite a repulsiv巴litlegirl. 1 
didn't like children at the b巴stof times， but 1 dislil王吋
this one particularly. And she liked me no better 
Even more than disliking me， she had a strange fear 
of m巴 1certainly nevεr said anything friendly to her， 
and what's mor巴， it's a fact that when 1 was r巴ading
a book or something and she cam巴 intothe room 1 
used to glare at her and mak巴afrightening face. But 
the odd thing was， 1 couldn't escape the feeling that， 
though only a child， the litle Mistress knew about the 
goings-on between Tomi and myself. 1 sometimes 
thought 1 was imagining it al， but there were many 
incidents to suggest 1 wasn't. At any rate， she 
absolutely detested to see Tomi and me meeting. As 
for Tomi， though the girl was such a brat， she loved 
her in a way no other person could possibly conceive 
of. And the litle girl， too， for al her spoiledness and 
bullying， was deeply attached to Tomi. Their rela 
tionship seemed quite extraoτdinary. 1 often had to 
listen while Tomi， through her tears， complained 
about how the little girl wouldn't do as she was told 
And there were two or three times when she said it 
was al more than she could cope with and asked my 
advice about giving in her notice. On occasions like 
these 1 generally agreed with her， but no soon巴rhad 
a litle time passed than Tomi would be wall王mg
around with the air of having 'Completely forgotten 
about it. For m巴、 watchingthe pair of them together 
went so thoroughly against the耳rainthat 1 couldn't 
stand it. On top of that， the little girl was jealous of 
my relationship with Tomi even though she didn't 
properly understand what it was a1 about， and as 
something similar was at work in me too， 1 must 
admit to disliking her more than any mεre outward 
impression of her would warrant. 1 often h呂dthe 
feeling that the litle Mistress was going to dog our 
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romance like some kind of a curse. Though only a 
child， she frequently got in our way quite deliberately 
For al that， how巴ver，ther己werecertainly plenty of 
other times when her hindering us was by pure chance 
and completely unintended. Somehow it al gave me 
an uncanny feeling 
The best time for our meetings was after the family 
had their baths， when there wasn't enough hot water 
left to go round and the fire had to be relit. It was 
generally Tomi who got that job， and also it was 
about then that the litle girl usually went 0仔tosleep 
We often took advantage of this moment. But strange 
to say， the child， who should have been asleep at that 
time， would suddenly wake up and start crying. 
そそTomi1 Tomi 1" we would hear Mrs Yamada calling 
"Tomi 1" the other maids would join in 
It sickened me every time 1 heard it. Tomi didn't 
appear to make so much of it守 butfor me the 
unescapable impression was that something was 
causing this deliberately. Tomi would always go off 
in fear， but without showing the slightest sign of 
regret at abandoning me. Then 1 would feel annoyed 
with Tomi too 
It really worried me to see what a scared mouse 
Tomi was. N ot only that， but it dismayed me that she 
should be so engrossed in the thought that what we 
were doing was utterly wicked. 1 don't know how 
many times 1 told her that our relationship was not 
just one of those 'mischievous liaisons' and that once 
1 got my commission as a second or first lieutenant 1 
would marry her in al due form and without fail 
Tomi in her tum was exceedingly glad to be told this， 
but stil she couldn't get away from the idea that we 
were doing something bad. She was simply a girl tied 
to old-fashioned ways， an ordinary silly girl. But to 
me she was none the worse for being that. 1 can't say 
what it was， but there was something about her 1 
couldn't help being in love with. 1 was almost 
invariably getting angry with her， but never for a 
single moment did 1 ever hate her. And although she 
was always being shouted at， Tomi would never think 
of bearing me a grievance. Her one germ of anxiety， 
though she didn't speak of it， seems to have been the 
poor view 1 took of the litle Mistress. However， by 
and large， Tomi used to take life as it came. In 
contrast， my own mind was constantly in a turmoil 
This was mostly the result of jealousy， but thinking 
back over it， ital se巴msvery petty. 1 was jealous of 
Mr Yamada hims巴lf，and even experienced the sam巴
unpleasant feelings about a fifty-year-old rickshaw-
man who was there. 1 shan't list the examples one by 
one， because that would be petty， too. But巴venif 1 
choos巴 notto mention al the insignificant episodes， 
each and every one of them a行ectedme. ln reality the 
sensation might be faint enough， but it was there. 1 
couldn't help it and 1 couldn't change it. N ext 1 
started to grow very sensitive about the jobs Mr and 
Mrs Yamad旦usedto give Tomi to do. 1 took offence 
at many tasks they gave her which 1 thought should 
have be巴ngiven to the other girls. When it came to 
my own jobs 1 could be fairly broad-minded， but in 
Tomi's case it w司sdifferent. Stil， seeing how 1 
wouldn't have cared if it had be巴nsome other maid， 1 
had to admit that this too was my own purely 
p巴rsonalfeeling 
One evening when N ew Year was almost upon us， 1 
was left alone by the bonfire looking through a book 
of exam questions after the builders' fireside gather 
ing had broken up. Just then Tomi c旦meby with the 
litle Mistress. Something had been annoying me， and 
suddenly 1 said 
"Y ou scared litle mouse." 
1 said it in a tone that was neither exactly teasing nor 
angry. Tomi seemed to think she was in for a bout of 
my anger且gain，and a slightly a日XIOUSexpr巴sSIOn
started to app巴aron her face， but as if doing her best 
to make a joke out of it， sh巴gaveme a fawning look 
and replied 
"You big brave mouse." 
"Y ou bloody fooll" 
そそYou clever man." 
The girl had b巴enclinging to Tomi's skirts， silently 
gazlll宮upat the two of us and scrutinising each of our 
faces in turn. Now， quite unexpectedly， she blurted 
out 
付Sasaki'sa silly pig 1 Sasaki's a silly pig 1" 
It was as if she was swearing at me with al the 
malice her heart could muster 
"Miss! We don't say things lik巴that1" 
As Tomi reproved her， 1 just stood there with乱 sour
face 
It occurred to me that the shutters in the parlour 
had been left open because of a visitor and that 1 had 
to go and close them. But before doing that， the 
strong urge had seiz巴dme to try and give Tomi a 
good hard kiss. Y ou might have said that kisses wer巴
the main ingredient of our romance_ We neither of us 
had much free time to sit about and talk. In what 
litle time we did have it was really only through 
kissing that we showed each other our affection. But 
my kisses w巴reintense and viol巳nt.We would stand 
there and 1 would squeeze her in my arms as if to 
enfold her. Poor litle Tomi would frequently gasp 
and groan 
Picking up a dropped nail， 1 said 
ぞ'Justread this a bit， will you?" 
"What? . . . Justa moment， Miss" 
Tomi got the girl to stop clinging to her and to stand 
up properly， then came over to where 1 was 
"Can you see?" And 1 wrote on the ground 
JOB TO DO 
As soon as she saw it Tomi nodded. She was laughing 
a litl巴
"Afterwards，" 1 said. And 1 wrote again 
COME QUICK 
But Tomi just、;venton laughing， she didn't nod. 1 
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wrote 
BLOODY FOOL 
Then 1 stared hard at her. TOll1i looked embarrassed， 
and said with her eyes that we couldn't b巴causeth巳
litle girl was there. At till1es like these 1 have a bad 
habit: 1 all1 cOll1plet巴lyincapable of going back on 
my ideas. 1 made an angry face， rubbed out the last 
words 1 had written， then got up in silence and went 
My anger was genuine enough， in fact. But 1 also 
knew th旦tif 1 acted this way， weak-will巴dTOll1i had 
no choice but to COll1e 
1 went to the 1l10uldy-sll1elling storeroom and 
waited. N ext mOll1ent， just as 1 had expected， TOll1i 
showed up looking worried. In a small voice that 
sounded like pleading， she said 
r町Onlyjust a kiss." 
"Of course." 
Her dutiful mann巴rirritated ll1e， so when Tomi 
stretched up to me and jutted out her chin in an 
attempt to kiss， 1 purposely raised my head too， so 
that she couldn't reach， and then squeezed her to me 
hard. Tomi was in pain 
A maid's scream rang out. V司1e both dashed out of 
the storeroom in alarm. The litle girl had fallen. 
and the且rewas just ashes by now but there she was 
lying on her back in it. 1 took h巴rup 111 my arms at 
once， but she was already unconscious. W旦sit singed 
hair or burnt flesh that made th巴 strangesmell? 
Lying overturned beside her was a rickety makeshift 
chair the builders had made. Presumably she had 
climbed onto it and then fallen and landed on her 
back. She must have hit her head when she came 
down and given herself concussion. Otherwise even 
the smallest child would surely at least h司vecrawled 
out of the fire before things came to this state 
Anyway， the shouldeτof th巴 litlepadded coat was 
burnt right through. The cotton smoked and smoul-
dered away and refused to stop burning. 1 tried 
rubbing it， but it wouldn't go out， so 1 whipped the 
coat 0百 instead.But by this ti日1巴 theback of her 
shoulder had already suffered quite atrocious injury 
Her head， at least， had fortunately come to rest at he 
fire's edge， so the burns there weren't so s巴rious，but 
even so the back of the neck was al blistered at the 
top， and apparentlyεven afterwards no hair ¥Vould 
ever grow there. She remained unconscious for some 
time， but even after she came round， for two or three 
days it was al touch and go. Fortunately， in the event 
she didrずtdie. Just try and imagine the uproar in the 
household 
At any rate， we were beside ourselves. My own 
mind reeled atrociously乱1ylong-dating dislike of the 
child only added to the queerness of my anguish. 1 felt 
1 had done her a most terrible wrong. But even that 
thought was not enough to release 丘ny日oodof 
affection for her in my heart. To b巴awareof this was 
utterly sickening. 1 f巴lt1 couldn't go on in such a way 
Apart from anything else， the 巴ntire blame for 
everything had fallen on Tomi. As for Tomi's 
worrying， itwas awfuL She seemed to go half mad 
She ate next to nothing. Knowing what a nervous 
creature she was， 1 was assailed with the worry th旦t
she might even resort to suicide. But my opportunities 
for speaking with her ceased. Or even if one arose， by 
now Tomi had become totally indifferent to me，お if
1 no longer existed in her world. Even if by some good 
fate she didn't kil hers巴lf.1 was afraid she might 
really go mad. 1 wanted to go before Mr Yamada and 
confess everything But considering how it would only 
double Tomi's suffering， 1 couldn't bring myself to do 
tha t， ei ther 
Apparently the doctor had said that if the injury 
wεre left as it were there was't the slightest chanc巴of
the flesh healing. Th巴 onlymethod of tr巴atment
would be to cut som巴 fleshfrom another person to 
replace what had been lost. When 1 heard this， 1 
thought of 0百eringto let them take th巴 graftfrom 
me. 1 felt this was what 1 had to do. But to be honest， 
it was only the pressur巴 1was under that m乱dεme
think this way， and my feelings were not such as to 
make m巴 reallywant to step forward. From what 1 
heard， the Ilesh was to be taken from the buttock 
And probably a scar would be left in the form of a 
hollow. If so. . . and I'm ash旦medto admit it， but quite 
sudde口ly，from deep within me， an egotistic aspect of 
th巴m乱t巴rcaused me to open my eyes. Up until now 
1 had been absorbed in the event itself， but this new 
view of things seemed to lead me on to the edge of 
some vast wilderness. 1 felt 1 could see the incident as 
a mere part of something much larger. 1 didn't know 
whether this was right or wrong of me， but 1 thought 
about how 1 was just then preparing to take my 
exams for the Military Academy. If the hollow scar 
made no difference to the outcome of my medical 
examination， there was nothing at al frightful about 
the idea. But the thought of changing my career plans 
al because of this accident certainly did frighten me 
1 don't feel the same way now. But at the time 1 had 
the tenacity of a nineteen-year-old旦pproachinghis 
ambition， and 1 was totally unable to rise above it 
Then Tomi offered to do it. She specially τequested 
they give her pe口nissionto. 1 breathed a sigh of relief 
1 thought myself an underhand rogue. But 1 also 
thought it was the best thing for Tomi herself. Unless 
she did this her weak and honest nature would surely 
never allow her to set her hear七eventemporarily at 
rest. It seems lVIr Yamada's日rstthought had been to 
get rid of Tomi 0日 thespot， but as he couldn't very 
well send her 0仔 home to Ishikawa Prefecture 
without giving prior notice， he had written to inform 
her fam日yand was just now awaiting the reply 
However， the genuine agony Tomi was going through 
was evident to everyone who saw her， and once they 
had got over their initial spell of anger even Mr and 
Mrs Yamada， though they didn't speak of it to each 
other in so many words， found their hearts softening 
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towards her a good deal. N aturally， that doesn't mean 
to say that they wished to go on employing her日S
befor巴， but about then when the need for a donor 
C旦meup it seems that Mrs Yam旦dasaid something to 
the e任ectthatぞofcourse， the graft should be taken 
from Tomi". Mr Yamada appar巴ntlyopposed this， 
saying that such things couldn't be done. And the 
whole question seems to have been left up to the 
doctor. That was the moment when Tomi came 
forward with her request. It was quite clear that what 
she said came from her heart. As a result， lVIr 
Yamada's attitude considerably softened 
Perhaps you remembeτhow 1 r巴turnedhome so 
unexpectedly from Tokyo. Though 1 concealed the 
fact， 1 was actually running aw呂y.1 simply couldn't 
go on staying there as if nothing was biting me. Tomi 
by then was in the depths of remorse. From now on 
she ceased talking to me altogether. In Tomi's mind， 
her affair with me had been the whole source of the 
disaster. Even before the accid巴ntshe had been 
having h巴rpangs of conscience， so it was inevitable 
that she should be so firmly convinced now. 1 hon巳stly
had no intention of shirking my responsibilities. And 
1 was sorry for the litle Mistress. But even strong巴I
than al this was my desire to fulfil my obligations 
towards Tomi. 1 was determined to honour my vows 
to her sooneτor later. 1 wanted to t巴1Tomi that and 
then leave. But in the end 1 never had the chance to 
Stung by her heartfelt remorse， Tomi was b巴nton not 
providing me with the chance. Two days， 1 suppose it 
was， after she went into hospital for the operation， 1 
抗nallyran a way from the Yamada household. l¥Iy 
le旦vmgc巴rtainlyleft ev巳rythingin an unpleasant 
mess. But to stay on there as if nothing were amiss 
was simply more than 1 could do 
Non巴ofwhat followed needs telling in detail. That 
part that concerns me is only what you alre且dyknow 
(As a captain， Sasaki w呂sattached to the Embassy in 
Russia， stayed over there some seven or eight years 
and r巴turnedjust recently.) But during al that time 1 
never forgot Tomi. Even if perhaps 1 wasn't al that 
insistently thinking of her， 1 never forgot h巴r
Frequently 1 had suggestions made to me about 
possible marri且ges，but again it was becaus巴ofTomi 
that 1 turn吋 themalldown. During my time in ]apan 
1 never had a single chance to see her 、but1 kept 
informed about her al the same. Tomi was the kind 
of person nobody could resist loving， but aft巴rthe 
operation even l¥Ir and l¥Irs Yamada took her to their 
hearts and finally she settl巴din with the family 
permanently， stil in her old job of looking after their 
daught巴I
N ow my story suddenly jumps to recent events， 
som巴thingthat happened a week ago， in fact. 1 
h旦ppenedto catch sight of Tomi out walking with the 
young l¥Iis Yamada in the Ginza. It s巴巴meda bit 
巴xtraordinarythat returning to ]apan after sev巴n
years abroad 1 should so suddenly bump into the very 
person 1 had failed to see even once during my years 
in ]apan. We had changed， and of course she had 
forgotten me. But 1 noticed it was her b巴caus巴ofthe 
young Mistress. The young Mistr巴swas twenty or 
t、，yenty-one，1 suppose， by now. Sh巴stilretainecl her 
chilclhood featur郎、 butit was the burn→mark running 
up from the back of her neck across to her cheek 
which really joggecl my memory， ancl in the same 
instant 1 also recognised Tomi. Tomi was utterly 
changecl. She used to be a small girl， but now she was 
a taller than average woman. 1 expect you know the 
wrestler Hitachiyama's wife， the one who diecl ? Well， 
the impression you'd have got of Tomi's pεrson， while 
not the same， would have been along those lines. She' 
s thirty-two or thirty-three now. There was something 
very young ancl fresh-looking about her， on account 
of not having had children， 1 suppose， and she had the 
noticeable serenity of a person enjoying a secure life 
Up until then my sense of having an obligation to 
discharge h旦d呂lwaystencled to be my main reason 
for not forgetting her， but on seeing her now 1 felt the 
rush of a fresh passion. Rather than going about 
things deviously， at any rate， 1 strongiy felt the clesire 
to me巴ther face to face. The two of them went intu 
a shop dealing exclusively in importecl articles for 
ladies. 1 stood a litle way 0任 waitingfor them to 
come out， but wait as 1 would可 theynever left the 
shop. If it hacl been Tomi on her own 1 might have 
been able to go on waiting there indefinitely. But the 
girl's being with her cast a shadow 0孔 myheart. 1 felt 
a strange dread of the young Mistress. 1 cleciclecl 1 
would ring Tomi later ancl talk to her on the tele 
phone. 
That evening 1 tried ringing the Yamaclas' number 
Tomi且nswered.To me she sounded like a completely 
different person. Earlier that day she had looked so 
young， so fresh， but now [ hacl the impression of a 
considerably aged woman. [ hadn't clearly stated my 
name when she answerecl， so it may have been partly 
that she was il at ease about not being able to 
ascertain the caller's identity. She said everything in 
an unpleasantly st呂ccatoedvoice 
円It'sme， Sasaki，" 1 saicl. "It's been sixteen years 
Sll1C巴[left." 
She seemed very surprisecl. To Tomi my name coulcl 
hardly have spelt anything but misfortune. Sh巴made
no reply at all. [ said [ was dying to meet her just once 
to have a chat. She stil saicl nothing. Then 1 stopped 
talking tou. For a while both of us said nothing. Then， 
quite unexpectedly， she said 
"Where woulcl be a convenient place to m巴et)" 
She spuke in an utterly lacklustre tone of voice 
"Anywhere woulcl clo. But my hotel would be a goocl 
place， ifyou can manage to get here. How about 
tomorro¥V ?" 
She seemecl to spend a moment thinking it over， but 
then she said 
"['1 be there if possible." 
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1 told her the hotel's name and we fixed日time，then 
1 rang off 
The complete absence of tendern巴5 in her voice 
dampened my spirits to such an extent that my mind 
went slightly blank. Up until now 1 had somehow or 
other felt that my lot in life was a fortunate one. 1 
mean in the conventional sense， of course. And 1 had 
thought of Tomi's life， seen from a woman's point of 
view， as being unhappy. Therefore this whole idea of 
meeting to discuss everything had been to my mind an 
attempt by one fortunate b巴ingto come to the aid of 
another less fortunate than himself. That was more 0τ 
less how 1 saw it. But the impr巴ssion1 got from our 
tall王nowwas quite th巴otherway round. 1 app巴aredin 
my own eyes as somebody using a past love a打alra5 
an excuse for disrupting another person's perfectly 
h乱ppyexistenc巴
The next day 1 w且swaiting for her， but in the end 
she stood me up. Th巳rewas no phone call， either 
That evening 1 rang up again， but was told that she 
wasn't at home b巴causeshe had gonεto see a play 
with the young Mistress. It didn't appear to be a li巴
There was stil no word from her the day after 
Thinking there was nothing to be gained by this 
direct approach， 1 didn't even phone again. Then， the 
next morning， a letter came 
Sure enough， the gist of what it said was that she 
had made up her mind not to see me. Her frame of 
heart now， she said， was like a nun's. She would 
inwardly reproach herself if she were to have 
meetings with me for no good reason at a time when 
Miss Yamada stil had no marriage prospects and 
was feeling lonely. If my business could be settled by 
l巴tter，would 1 be so kind as to write to her， using the 
envelopes provided. Enclosed were two envelopes 
bearing women's names. She had evidently written 
them herself. It was cheering to see that she hadn't 
only enclosed one. Finally， inthe postscript， she asl王巴d
me not to tel巴phoneany more 
"Still the same litle scared mouse，" 1 thought 
1 was busy du日ngthe day， so it was evening when 
1 sat down to writing a long letter. About two days 
later the answer arrived. Then 1 wrote again 
What it boiled down to was that Tomi most deeply 
regr巴t巴dthe romance she had had with me. Sh巴
couldn't get away from the thought that we had 
ruined the young Mistress's future. Come what might， 
she was resolved never again to start an a百airwith a 
man. She had sworn as much to Mr and Mrs Yamada， 
to Mr Yamada's old mother and to the young 
Mistress， and especially now that only Mrs Yamada 
and the daughter were left alive， how could she ever 
forgive herself in her own heart if， after the excep 
tional kindness they had shown her for so many years 
and the way they had relieved her of al further need 
to worry about her livelihood， she were ever to do 
such a thing? And in fact， how could the world at 
large ever forgiv巴her?Though 1 felt so sorry for h巴r，
she said， she wasn't now in the least unhappy， except 
inasmuch as she view巴dthe young Mistress's lack of 
good marriag巴 prospectsas her own personal mis-
fortune. To t巴Ithe truth， she had also felt unhappy 
that time 1 had run away and left her. It had 
embittered her to think th呂tfor al my fine words 1 
should be such a shallow-hearted young man. But she 
was now delighted to h且velearnt from my letter how 
things had turned out since my going away. She now 
felt satisfaction. For herself， as she was in any case no 
longer a physically unimpaired woman she had no 
prospectiv巴husbandsin view， nor ind巴eddid she wish 
to marry. It was therefore her intention to spend the 
rest of her life s巴rvingat Miss Yamada's side. She 
urged me to forget her， find myself a good wife with 
al speed， and build a happy home. If 1 r巴allyv.アanted
to console her， that was the way to do it 
Those were the kind of things she said. Everything 
emm巴ntly reasonable. All so cut←and-dried and 
reasonable as to get on my nerves like a sore tooth. If 
only 1 could meet her， 1 おltsomething would come of 
it， But in a letter， dashing down al the thoughts in my 
head would only fright巴nher the more. So it couldn' 
t be written that way， either. What on earth should 1 
do， infact? Don't you se巴howit gets on one's nerves ? 
Writing a s巴condtime would leave no more enve-
lopes， so 1 must leave things as they were. But in that 
case， any kind of letter would now be useless 
1 wrote and tried asking how she would feel about 
it if and when a good marriage was arranged for Miss 
Yamada. But she hasn't answ巴red. Apart from 
anything else， who knows whether Miss Yamada will 
ever be able to marrγ フThoughit's concealed under 
her hair， they say she has quite a hideous bald area at 
the back of her head， so h巴rchances may well be nil 
Perhaps 1 will to the end be labouring under the 
Mistress's curse. 1 hope you won't think too badly of 
me for talking so egotistically 
* * * 
Sasaki seems to be thinking that what forms the 
pres巴ntblock in this wom且n'smind is her cut-and 
dried sense of morality and sacrifice : ifthis could be 
taken away the probl巴mwould be solved. As Sasaki 
himself appears to attach no such very great worth to 
notions of morality and sacri五ce，1 found it slightly 
difficult to sympathise with him， sorry as 1 feel for his 
plight. It isn't that 1 set such great store by such 
things myself， either. Only， 1 did feel Sasaki was 
taking just too low a view. And then， even if she was 
acting from negative motives， 1 was also favourably 
impressed by the woman's strength in holding so 
firmly to what she believed in. Sasaki also has 
something of a t巴ndencyto boast of his own present 
position. By no means without justification. Yet 1 do 
not consider that it would inevitably add to the 
woman's happiness if she were to become Sasaki's 
wife. Certainly， as Sasaki hims巴lfbelieves， he might 
very well provide her with one sort of happiness. But 
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then it is equally certain that the woman would have 
to discard another sort of happiness which she even 
now possesses. What is more， one feels Sasaki really 
does not comprehend what this present happiness of 
hers is al about 
I just did not knowァwhatto say. Looking at Sasaki' 
s suffering五gurein front of me， I pitied him too 
S且sakiis definitely an egotist. But h巴isby no means 
an unpleasant egotist. In his efforts to bear the 
responsibility for his actions， he has stayed single up 
to an旦gewhen you might expect an ordinary man to 
have three or four children. N巴verforgetting the past， 
he has been trying to pour forth al the love that is in 
his heart. This does not strike one as bad. But if in 
spite of it al th巴womanrefuses her consent， itseem巴d
to me that， like it or not， a lin巴h乱dto be drawn. But 
how could 1 answer like that， either) Or if 1 did， 
Sasaki， knowing the woman's weak and submissiv巴
character insid巴 out，had every reason for being 
unabl巴toagree. Besides， he has within him a strength 
of passion such as a p巴rsonlike me will never 
experience. So 1 just did not know what to say 
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